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ABSTRACT 

Speed breaker detection methods that have been developed and proposes a cost effective solution to identify humps on roads and 

provide timely alerts to drivers to avoid accidents or vehicle damages. Ultrasonic sensors are used to identify humps and alert the 

driver. To Design and Implementation of Advanced Wireless Speed Regulation of Vehicle Avoidance system by using RF (Radio 

Frequency) communication. To alert the driver and automatically control the speed of the vehicle on entering the RF 

communicated area. A RF transmitter kept where the schools and hospitals zone or to be installed, transmits a digital code. This 

code is decoded by the receiver circuit in the vehicle, which controls the activities of a driver and to bring down the speed of the 

vehicle. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Over the last two decades, there has been a tremendous 

increase in the vehicle population. This proliferation of 

vehicles has led to problems such as traffic congestion and 

increase in the number of road accidents. Most of these road 

accidents are caused because the automobiles are driven at 

high speeds in crowded zone, sharp turnings and junctions. 

Identification of pavement distress such as potholes and 

humps not only helps drivers to avoid accidents or vehicle 

damages but also helps authorities to maintain roads. In 

addition with that RF technology is used to assist Driver in 

various places such as crowded zone, speed break intimation, 

no parking, one way road etc. 

[2]Owing to the ever-increasing traffic demand, modern 

societies with well-planned road management systems, and 

sufficient infrastructures for transportation still face the 

problem of traffic congestion. This results in loss of travel 

time, and huge societal and economic costs. Constructing new 

roads could be one of the solutions for handling the traffic 

congestion problem, but it is often less feasible because of 

political and environmental concerns. An alternative would be 

to make more efficient use of the existing infrastructure. 

The major objective of our project is to provide a safety 

system for our society. This Radio Frequency (RF) module 

consists of transmitters and receivers. One of the features of 

the RF modules is its easy interface facility with the Micro 

Controller. Hence, we in our project aim to innovate an idea to 

use the RF modules for the automatic speed control for 

vehicles in high speed restricted areas like on turns or speed 

breakers. If the device is practically implemented with all the 

Vehicles by manufacturer then police department can reduce 

the speed of vehicle in any restricted areas. 

 

2. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The project is mainly used to control the speed of a moving 

vehicle according signal received by the receiver from  
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transmitter. Road facilities are a major concern in the 

developed world. Recent studies show that one third of the 

number of fatal or serious accidents are associated with 

excessive or inappropriate speed, as well as changes in the 

roadway (like the presence of road-work or unexpected 

obstacles). Road accidents are increasing day by day. Most of 

these road accidents are caused because the automobiles are 

driven at high speeds even in the places where sharp turnings 

and junctions exist. Drivers go at very high speed as 

sometimes they are not able to see the sign boards at night and 

sometimes they don’t care. As a result, making the whole 

concept of displaying warning sign.  

Here we propose a zigbee 2.4GHZ Transmitter-receiver 

based automatic breaking system in high speed restricted areas 

like on turns or school or hospital. When a vehicle enters a 

Danger Zone then the signal will be detected by the Rx which 

was transmitted by the Tx already placed in the Zone Figure 

1.1. The Signal received will be decoded by the ARM7 and 

alert the driver through a LCD Screen. According to signal 

received by ARM7 controls the DC Motor Speed after a few 

seconds reduced   from the time it received the signal. 

 

Figure 1.1 Working of Active RF Transmitter 

3. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Figure 1.2 Block Diagram of Transmitter (Will Installed 

in various       locations) 

 

a) Explanation-Transmitter 

The Transmitter unit Fig. 1.2 consists of Microcontroller 

and Tx module for transmitting the location based data which 

is stored on controller, to vehicle, The transmitter has data 

encoder and RF transmitter .The transmitter data is sent 

through the transmitter continuously, which can be received by 

any type of authenticated vehicle.  

 

Figure 1.3 Block Diagram of Receiver (Will Installed in Vehicle) 

 

b) Explanation-Receiver 

The Receiver Fig. 1.3 consist of ARM 7 Microcontroller 

connected with the ultrasonic sensor, RF receiver and decoder 

unit. The Microcontroller Receives data from transmitter 

section and control the speed of vehicle depends on the 

location. Patholes detection is done by using ultrasonic sensor 

and alert the driver using buzzer. 
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4. CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 

This circuit (figure 1.4) describes about the transmitter part 

of the device, in which the 8051 microcontroller is used with 

an association of zigbee and crystal oscillator. 

Figure 1.4 Circuit Diagram of Transmitter 

According to the pin connection and circuit, the port 3 has a 

single connection in pin 3.1(TX). In same way, a connection is 

made in pin 18 and 19 for crystal oscillator.  

 

Figure 1.5 Circuit Diagram of Receiver 

 

This circuit (figure 1.5) describes about the receiver part of 

the device, in which the ARM processor is used with an 

association of zigbee receiver, ultrasonic sensor, dc gear motor 

and LCD display.  According to the pin connection and circuit, 

the port 0, pin P0.0 and P0.1 (RX). In same way, a connection 

is made in pin P0.8and P0.9 for ultrasonic sensor. In the LCD 

display, the data pin is connected to the port 1, pin P1.24 to 

P1.31 and the control pin is connected to the P1.16 to P1.18.      

 

A. Circuit Components 

At89c51 controller, At89c51 programming board, 

programming cable, 12V adaptor or DC battery,HC-SR04 

ultrasonic module, 16*2 LCD, Electrolytic capacitor – 10uF, 

16V, Resistor – 10k, 12 MHz crystal,33pf capacitors -2 and 

connecting wires 

B. Ultrasonic Rangefinder Circuit Design 

[2]The major components in this project are at89c51 

microcontroller and ultrasonic module. The ultrasonic sensor 

TRIGGGER and ECHO pins are connected to the P3.5 and 

P3.2 respectively.  LCD data pins are connected to the PORT2 

of the controller and controller pins RS, RW, En are connected 

to the P1.0, P1.1 and P1.2 respectively. Here LCD (liquid 

crystal display) is used to display distance of the object.  Port 

RV1 is used to vary the contrast of the LCD. Power supply 

pins of controller and ultrasonic sensor are connected to the 

5V DC. 

 

C. Ultrasonic Module 

[1]HC-SR04 ultrasonic module is designed to measure the 

range of the object in the embedded projects. It offers 

excellent range detection with high accuracy and stable 

readings. The operation of the module is not affected by the 

sunlight or black material. 

 

Figure 1.6 working principle of ultrasonic sensor. 

 

D. Features of AT89C51 Microcontroller 

The AT89C51 is a low-power, high-performance CMOS 8-

bit microcomputer with 4K Bytes of Flash Programmable and 

Erasable Read Only Memory (PEROM).  The Device is 

manufactured using Atmel’s high density nonvolatile memory 

technology and is compatible with the industry standard MCS-

51™ instruction set and pin out. The On-chip Flash allows the 

program memory to be reprogrammed in-system or by a 

conventional Nonvolatile memory programmer. By combining 
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a versatile 8-bit CPU with Flash on a monolithic chip, the 

Atmel AT89C51 is a powerful microcomputer which provides 

a highly flexible and cost effective solution to many embedded 

control applications. 

E. ARM 

ARM generally known as Advanced RISC Machine is 

a reduced instruction set computer (RISC) instruction set 

architecture (ISA) developed by British company ARM 

Holdings. The ARM architecture is the most widely used 32-

bit instruction set architecture in numbers produced. 

 

In 2005 about 98% of the more than one billion mobile 

phones sold each year used at least one ARM processor. In 

2009 ARM processors accounted for approximately 90% of all 

embedded 32-bit RISC processors and were used extensively 

in consumer electronics, including personal digital assis-

tants (PDAs), tablets, mobile phones, digital media and music 

players, hand-held game consoles, calculators and computer 

peripherals such as hard drives and routers. 

F. RF Module-XBEE: 

[4]XBee and XBee-PRO Modules were engineered to meet 

ZigBee/IEEE 802.15.4 standards and support the unique needs 

of low-cost, low-power wireless sensor networks. The 

modules require minimal power and provide reliable delivery 

of critical data between devices. The modules operate within 

the ISM 2.4 GHz frequency band and are pin-for-pin 

compatible with each other. 

G. Driver circuit  

The L298 is an integrated monolithic circuit in a 15- lead 

Multi watt and PowerSO20 packages. It is a high voltage, high 

current dual full-bridge driver designed to accept standard 

TTL logic levels and drive inductive loads such as relays, 

solenoids, DC and stepping motors. Two enable inputs are 

provided to enable or disable the device independently of the 

input signals. The emitters of the lower transistors of each 

bridge are connected together and the corresponding external 

terminal can be used for the connection of an external sensing 

resistor. An additional supply input is provided so that the 

logic works at a lower voltage. 

5. RESULT 

 

               Figure 1.7 Transmitter 

When the device has been installed in its specific location, it 

operates in such a way. That when a vehicle arrives towards 

the safe zone’s such school, hospital, etc., the RF transmitter 

that has been transmitting the radio signal tends the RF 

receiver installed in the vehicle to receiver that signal and 

limits the speed of the vehicle accordingly and displays the 

reason for which the speed has been limited in a LCD display.   
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Figure 1.8 Output obtained when no speed breaker detector 

 

 

Figure 1.9 Output obtained when speed breaker 

detector 

 

Figure 1.10 Output obtained when school/hospital zone 

detector 

In the same way the vehicle has been installed with a 

detector to detects the upcoming speed breaker on the road and 

limits the speed of the vehicle at a specific distance from the 

speed breaker with an alerts display in LCD indication with a 

buzzer, by which a the speed breaker on the road is detected 

on a precaution mode and speed in controlled. 

6. CONCLUSION 

The project is Automatic Accident Prevention System using 

RF has been successfully designed. The Practical Hardware 

work is completed. It has been developed by integrating 

features of all the hardware components used. Presence of 

every module has been reasoned out and placed carefully thus 

contributing to the best working of the unit. Thus the data to 

be sent is encoded within the transmitted signal so that a well-

designed receiver can separate the data from the signal upon 

reception of this signal. The decoded data then can be used to 

perform specified task. 
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